START

RE:IN VENTION

ARE YOU A PHYSICIAN/SCIENTIST?  
Are you at Cedars-Sinai?  
Are you a Cedars-Sinai partner?  
Why not?  
You should consider a career in medicine...  
Sorry

Did you fill out an invention disclosure form?  
Get on it

Review by patents attorney & market expert

Negotiate license and technology development to make, sell, or distribute

Do you all agree?  
Work with the company to take the product to the market

Congratulations!
Your invention is now used in a healthcare setting

Better patient care

Think of one & come back!

What is it?

Maybe... it's more of an idea.
Keep working on it. Ideas are not inventions.

Congratulations! Tech transfer office can help you!

Is it patentable?
Is it marketable?

Is that company a good fit?
Is there a company that wants it?

Does your invention do what you claim? Is it useful? Non-obvious?
Too bad... their loss!

Copyright
Trademark
Trade secret

Too bad... think of something else and don't give up!

Amend

Is your invention novel?
Can you show more evidence?
Sort of
Keep thinking

Other forms of compensation like research funding
Royalties
Equity

Go back to start